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ABSTR~ACT

The purpose of the Secure Distributed Processing prcjiect ;6
irvestigate the construction and u.ze of a network of kerreliz& L
secure processors. A review of the experimental harciware base is
given, and a design for a potential application is presente4.
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EVALUATION

Over the last 10 years, the DOD has been sponsoring research and
development in Computer Security Technology, The major emphasis of this
research has been the development of general purpose, multi-user operating
systems whose internal controls are correct, reliable and unsubvertable. 1'
The technology for implementing such systems has been termed "security
kernel technology". Several prototype operating systems based on this
technology are now being introduced into DOD applications.

The engineering of applications upon kernel-based trusted operating
systems is a major thrust of RADC's computer security program. The interface
of the user to the application, and to the kernel involves issues of
security, functionality, and performance tradeoffs.

The MITRE Corp, under a Mission Oriented Investigation and Experimentation
(MOIE) project, designed and prototyped a multilevel-secure message processing
system for potential integration with a trusted version of the UNIX operatingsystem. A unique aspect of the system was the use of a multicolor terminalto display security levels of information.

The results of their work are documented in this report, and will serve
as a basis for future programs which implement multilevel applications on
kernel-based operating systems.

THOMAS C. DARR, Maj, USAF
Project Engineer
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The Secure Distributed Processing Project was formed to inves-
tigate the problems associated with, and the benefits deriving from,
interconnecting a number of kernelized, single-location operating
systems over a secured network. The method chosen for exploration
was to design and implement a potential application on an experimen-
tal hardware base. Because the hardware base represents the theme
of the project, the project has become known colloquially as KNet
(kay-net) for Kernel Network.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of KNet is to integrate the technologies of Com-
puter Security, Communications Security, and Distributed Processing
or Networking. This integration is seen as the next logical step
for providing secure processing power in an efficient and reliable
manner for military and other sensitive data management tasks.

KNet represents one of the few existing projects to investigate
this complex area. The approach taken by the KNet project has been
to investigate the requirements of a Secure Distributed Message Sys-
tem as a potential use for the integrated technologies.

In this paper we review the status of the hardware and propose
a design for a message system as an application.

BACKGROUND

The initial effort in KNet was to set up a two-node network and
implement a rudimentary message handling capability on it. The use
of a color terminal as an interface to the application system was
investigated and a demonstration system developed.

The initial configuration of the KNet network consisted of a
PDP-11/45 connected to a PDP-11/70 using the MITRE Cable Bus Inter-
face Units (BIU's) [I]. Each PDP-11 has an Intecolor color terminal
to interface to the message system [2l. The PDP-11's run the UnixT

,Unix is a trade/service mark of Bell Laboratories.
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operating system [3]. The message system used is the MH (Message
Handler) system of RAND r4l. Network communication is supported by
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [5).

The major effort required to support the initial demonstration
was to become familiar with the various hardware and software ele-
ments, to integrate them, and finally debug them. The initial
demonstration used only unsecured versions of all software and was,
essentially, to prove that the hardware configuration could work.

Prototype

The proposed hardware base for the prototype KNet effort is two
kernelized machines networked using upgraded BIU's. The kernelized
machines will run the Kernelized Secure Operating System - KSOS
[6). In addition, an unclassified machine is to be available on the
network to provide a gateway to the ArpaNet. Presently, the
delivery of the kernel software and the unclassified ArpaNet connec-
tion has been delayed. Fortunately, our work is not significantly
imparted by these delays because a non-secure version of KSOS (the
Unix operating system) is available for work to proceed on.

FOCUS

Having successfully established a working hardware base, the
KNet project moved on to focus on the issues of secure, distributed
processing. The issues have a common point: interfacing indepen-
dent security domains.

Kernel-Network

At the lowest level, the network represents an interface

between the separate security domains of independent kernelized
operating systems. Work of a theoretical nature has been done in a
related project to investigate the problems of supporting this
interface [7?. The main conclusion of this work was that a solution
to the problem centers around providing a way to communicate secu-
rity information from one domain to another in a trustworthy manner.

The KNet project has not investigated this lowest level inter-
face, but rather has been concerned with two others.

Application-Kernel

A security kernel provides a stark interface for implementing

the complex functions of a distributed data management system. An
important issue that KNet would like to investigate is the

2



reasonability of the kernel interface for the task chosen. This
investigation has been delayed pending the receipt of the kernel
software.

User-Application

The last security domain interface in the KNet investigation is
interface between the user and the application, embodied in the

,.rminal. It is this interface that is presently being addressed by

' research and is the primary subject of this paper.

While the user interface has been dealt with somewhat in previ-
&us kernel designs, KNet represents one of thr first efforts to
implement a secure transaction-like system an can thus present sig-
nificant new problems. It is our feeling that the correct design of
this user interface can lead to discovery and d:splay of some of the
mortc subtle security issues hidden in lower layers of security
*esign. It is for this reason that the terminal interface design
was chosen to be addressed first in the KNet project.

OVERVIEW

The design of the terminal interface is obviously directed tc a
a;rge degree by the message system it is to interface. Three sim-
plifying choices have been made that, to a large extent, dictate
many other decisions.

First, we have decided to use the KSOS-provided unit of protec-
tion (files and processes). This decision was made to speed the
initial investigation. At the same time, it does not preclude
extrapolation of results to other possibilities.

serond, we have assumed many of the functions provided by
ourrent message systems are appropriate to secure usage. While this
decision allows us to use an existing message system design, it may
lead to complications if security cannot be easily imposed upon the
existing design.

Our third assumption is that color is an appropriate output

medium for communicating security information to the user. This
assumption may be the most risky, but is made reasonable by monetary
considerations. It is our belief that many of the conclusions
derived from our interface investigations could apply to other
choices of output media.



Synopsis

The remainder of the paper elaborates on the user interface and
then discusses nur proposal for a secure terminal, based on a
trusted terminal manager that can interact with processes at several
levels tc provide a multiply-classified display. The terminal
manager represents a significant technological effort as a first
attempt to support "multi-level objects" outside of a security ker-
nel.

4I



SFCTION 2

INITIAL CHOICES

iHE RAND MESSAGE HANDLER

Since the ultimate goal in this investigation is to isolate and
clarify security issues in an interactive environment (such as a
message system), we have chosen to use existing tools for as much of
the system as possible. Given the computing facilities of a PDP
11/45 and the Unix operating system (of which KSOS is a kernelized
secure version), it was necessary to choose a system that would be
suitable to modification and experimentation. The Rand Message
Handler (MH) has several features in itg favor. It is designed to
utilize the characteristics of the Unix operating system (heirarch-
ical file structure, and multiple small processes), and possibly
reduces the protection granularity problem that other message sys-
tems encountered with implementing security controls.

The protection granularity problem concerns the environment
provided by the kernel for processing multilevel information.
Although the kernel does provide multilevel data objects (in the
form of file directories), processes are restricted to run at a sin-
gle protection level. This necessitates using multiple process com-
munication techniques to coordinate multilevel tasks. Since many
message system commands are multilevel in nature (e.g., scanning a
folder of messages), [8] a simple task for an insecure message sys-

tem can turn into a complicated exercise in interprocess communica-

tion.

MH is potentially well suited to this multiple process environ-

wrent since each MH command is a separate (and small) process. In
Unix it is commonplace to have a process create sub-processes to do
concurrent tasks. If a single command is to provide a multilevel
interface, a separate instance of the command might be created to
process the information at each different protection level. This
technique would maintain conformity with the KSOS restriction of a
process operating at a single level, yet it can appear to the user
that multiple levels of information are being processed by a single
command. The coordination of these sub-processes is discussed in
greater detail in section 4.



WINDOWS

A desirable feature for a message system, though not currently
part of MH, is window partitioning of the user's terminal. Separat-
ing a physical terminal into several logical terminals allows a user
to simultaneously perform multiple message functions. A typical use
of this feature might be to view a received message while composing
a reply.

The window design does not functionally alter the MH system, it
simply permits the user to interact with several separate tasks at
once, and is analogous to using a separate physical terminal per
task.

COLOR

An issue that warrants special attention in a message system
interface design is the communication of security information to the
user in a manner that is:

(a) Easily noticeable;

(b) Distinguishable from textual information;

(c) Believable (kernel enforced).

The most effective previous solution to this issue that we have

observed was the SIGMA system's use of colored lights attached to
the display. [8? In practice, however, the lights proved to be
inadequate in many regards. They are small and dim. They are dis-
tinct from, but physically too far from the textual information,
requiring that security labels be written along with the text on the
screen. And, it is unclear whether to believe the lights or the
text labels, since there are occasions when they differ!

A common solution for marking information in general on a CRT
is to use screen attributes (e.g., inverse video; blinking charac-
ters). The most flexible attribute currently available is color,
which offers a wide variety of homogeneous, yet distinct ways to
mark displayed data. Color is:

(a) Very visible and in fact very hard to ignore (yet careful
color choices can retain legibility);

(b) Distinct from, but physically located with the text;



(c) Believable, because it can be controlled independently from
text.

Using color, the granularity of the protection information can
be as fine as a single character, although that much flexibility
requires carefil control in the interface design to preserve the
user's sanity. Color divisions will in practice be limited to a
small number of contiguous sections of the screen.

MESSAGE STRUCTURE

The structure of a message in many ways determines the organi-

zation and appearance of the functions that deal with them. The
design decisions made here are in consideration of the available
tools for implementation, and propagate the limitations of these
tools.

The KSOS restriction of a file as the smallest protectable
object discouraged us from considering features such as multilevel
message text. This is unfortunate, since the marking of paragraphs
at different security levels within a single message is essential in
the military message environment. With these considerations, our
design aims at attacking the class of issues that might arise with
multiply classified text, but in a simplified fashion.

In our prototype design, a message consists of three classifi-
able parts, a "header", a "subject", and a "body".

1) The header contains origin, destination, and date-time
information. Tt is required to be (and makes sense to be)
unclassified.

2) The subject is the title of the message and may either be
unclassified, or classified at the level of the message
body.

4) The body contains the text of the message and may be classi-

fied at any single protection level.

It should be noted that definitions such as this message struc-
ture are the subject of experimentation, and as the system is
developed will evolve accordingly.
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THEME

The underlying idea throughout the design of this message sys-

tem, is to maintain the integrity of each "layer" of the system by
keeping them as independent as possible. Each layer is superimposed
on the previous one to add its particular feature, while not impos-
ing on the function or structure of the underlying layers (figure
1).

VIEW VIEW

COMPOSE COMPOSE

.- - - -- - - - - - -

-COMMAND COMMAND

MH COMMANDS ADDITIONAL MESSAGE SECURE COLOR
SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY INTERFACE

(WINDOWS)

Figure 1. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM LAYERS

The three layers in figure 1 are the Rand Message Handler, the
window concept of terminal division, and color encoding to indicate
protection level. There are several motives for choosing this "lay-
ered" approach. It minimizes the modifications required to adapt
imported software (MH) in realizing the proposed design. In addi-
tion, tools developed at each layer are applicable to user utilities
other than the message system. This should prove to be invaluable
on a new operating system such as KSOS.



Additional Benefits

By imposing security mechanisms as a filter on the message sys-
tem, we get a security display mechanism for the entire Unix s~stem
as well. This filter concept is particularly effective in Unix
where recejrection of I/0 is both commonplace and trivial. If the
windowing mechanism can be implemented as a filter as well, it will
share this system wide applicability.

In the next section we provide examples of specific message
system command appearance and usage in a secure environment. The
few commands described are of particular interest in that they exem-
Plif many of the issues involved in the user-security interface.

-- -- -
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SECTION 3

DESIGN PARTICULARS

WINDOWS AND PANES

We will define the terms "window" and "pane" as they are used
in the remainder of the paper. A window is a screen partition
organizing commands for simultaneous display on the terminal.

Information displayed in a window may be scrolled within the window
boundaries to a depth of several pages. There are three, possibly

concurrent, windows:

COMMAND WINDOW - This is a window ranging in size from one to
four lines located at the bottom of he screen, and is for the
purpose of 6ntering commands to Unix (MH commands are a subset
of all Unix commands). Scrolling of this window could permit

the editing and resubmission of previously entered commands.

VIEW WINDOW - The view window displays the results of commands

entered in the command window. The screen area occupied by the
view window attempts to balance the amount of information to be

displayed with the requirements of other windows presently on
the screen. This window is "read only", permitting information
to be read and extracted by the user, but not modified.

COMPOSE WINDOW - The compose window is located between the

view and command windows, and provides the user with a full
screen editor for composing messages. When the compose window
is created, the other windows present on the screen adjust in
size to accommodate the new window.

These windows have boundaries that are visible to the user only
with regard to scrolling. Cursor movement may freely cross window
boundaries, placing the user actively in the process occupying (con-
trolling) the new window.

Window "panes" are sections of windows at a single protection
level (and thus of a single color). They are used in describing
aspects of commands involving multilevel screen displays.

MH OVERVIEW

MH commands are used in a similai fashion to Unix comm3nds
each MH command is an individual Unix program. Arguments to these

10



commands are references to messages or folders (of messages), or
options to modify the actions of a command.

Each message is stored as a separate Unix e file, and is
referred to by a file name assigned by MH. A "folder" is any col-
lection of messages the user wishes to group together. One particu-
larly useful (predefined) folder is "inbox" for unread messages.
These folders are actually directories of the files (messages).
Using the Unix e file system structure to organize messages greatly
simplifies MH since manipulative tools already exist as part of the
operating system.

The following section describes the commands that are of spe-
cial interest to our security design.

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS

SHOW

The SHOW command displays a message in the view window with the
header in one window pane, and the body in another pane directly
below the header (figure 2). The subject might be located in the
header or the body pane depending on its classification.

VIEW

(FOLDER INBOX MESSAGE 59)

TO: TUCKER
FROM: DAN

WINDOW PANEI SUBJECT: SHOW EXAMPLE
DIVISION

COMMAND
- SHOW

Figure 2. EXAMPLE OF THE SHOW COMMAND

! 11



SCAN

The SCAN command displays the contents of a folder in order of

entry. For each message in the folder, the header, subject, and as

much of the body as can fit on one line are displayed 'n their

correct colors. Undoubtably the multilevel nature of t.his command
will be the source of many security interface design issues.

VIEW-
# DATE FROM SUBJECT <<BODYJ

1 2-23 PTW MONTHLY REPORT <<CAN YOU
5 2-23 BNSW "

11 3-1 PTW KNET MTR <<I HAVE HEARD F
e

0

COMMAND
• SCAN F

Figure 3. EXAMPLE OF THE SCAN COMMAND

COMPOSE

COMPOSE is a command that requires special attention, since
large amounts of information must be available to a user while com-
posing. It is necessary to provide facilities for rg t r. old mes-
sage. or folders, and conveniently extract information from these to
include in the message being composed.

When a compose is initiated, a window will appear on the screeo
with a header template for the user tcr complete (figure 4 ). The
body initially has an isolated, usei 1"'ivate classification called
"draft". The user may classify the r,ssage av ary time during or
after composition, but the message may not be .sent or accessed by
another user while it remains c_,assified "draft". This feature
allows the user to postpone ciassifying a draft while deliberating
what the ,orrect c:ldssification should be. If, however, the user
includes a/ready cliassifled data in the dra't this action classi-
fies the oraft at the 1eel of the data Leing ccpied.

12



VIEW
(FOLDER INBOX MESSAGE 59)
TO: TUCKER

OLD MESSAGE FROM: DAN
BEING VIEWED SUBJECT: SHOW EXAMPLE

TUCK,
THIS IS A SAMPLE MESS

COMPOSE
TO:

NEW MESSAGE FROM:
BEING COMPOSED SUBJECT:

COMMAND
-a-SHOW
- COMPOSE

Figure 4. EXAMPLE OF THE COMPOSE COMMAND

The mechanism for obtaining parts of old messages to use in a
draft, is to allow the user to access any information in the view
window of the screen. The user moves the cursor from the compose
window into the view window, and defines an area of the screen (by
cursor movement) containing the desired information (figure 5). As
soon as this area is defined, the information inside the area has a
"mono-chromatic" filter applied to it, and becomes the color (and
classification) of the draft message. This filtering is necessary,
since we chose to have the message body single-level (this, and
other implementation related problems are detailed in section 5).

Chromatically modifying the eisplayed data makes the user
immediately aware that if the infcrmation is copied to the draft
message, it will have the new classification (as indicated by its
modified color). When the cursor is returned to the compose window,
the view window resumes its original colors.

SELECT

The select command allows the user to create a new folder con-
taining messages that meet specified criteria. The select criteria
might be search keys in any of the header fields, or key words (pos-
sibly classified) in the message body. The classification of the
resulting folder is not trivial to determine and is discussed

13



VIEW
(FOLDER INBOX MESSAGE 59)
TO: TUCKER
FROM: DAN

AREA BEING ""SUBJECT: SHOW EXAMPLE
DEFINED FOR
EXTRACTION ~ TCK, FAR CORNER OF

O UC DEFINED AREA
COMPOSE

ORIGINAL +
CURSOR FROM:
POSITION SUBJECT:

COMMAND
-- SHOW
- COMPOSE

Figure 5. EXTRACTING VIEWED DATA WHILE COMPOSING

further in section 5.

IM PLEM ENTATION

The implementation of the above commands is dependent on the
construction of a trusted terminal manager that enables the user to
interact with processes at different security levels, yet enforces
the security model. The issues and ideas to date are discussed in
the following section.

14



SECTION 4

TRUSTED TERMINAL MANAGER

As we have noted, the trusted terminal manager represents the

major technological investigation of the KNet project. As such,

many of the ideas we have formulated to date are still debatable.
Here we outline some of the concepts we feel will be useful in

attacking the problem, some issues that will have to be addressed

through design or experimentation, and our present strategy.

MULTI-LEVEL OBJECTS

The "multi-level object" has been proposed as a potential solu-

tion to many problems that arise when applying security constraints
to paper-domain tasks in a secure computer system. The multi-level
object attempts to address the problem that the unit of information

dealt with in the paper domain may have many sub-pieces of varying

classifications (the typical document has each paragraph marked at a

level equal to or lower than the overall classification of the docu-

ment).

The manifestation of the problem in the computer domain is that

the currently implemented computer security model does not allow any

object to have more than one classification. How to support the

paper requirements then? The multi-level object is an abstract con--

cept of a set of independently classified entities collected and

organized under one umbrella classification. The directory struc-
ture of a computer system can be thought of as one example. In the

Military Message Experiment it was proposed that each paragraph of a
multiply-classified message could be stored as an individual file
and the message would be represented as a directory of these
files. f9i For performance reasons this idea was deemed unaccept-

able; however, the notion may be of some merit.

Problems

The manipulation of multiply-classified entities in a computer

specurity system seems to be impeded by four types of problems:
creation, aggregation, exeerptior, and selection.

Creation: The creation problem concerns the protection of a

not yet classified component of a multiply-classified entity.
This component cannot be protected as unclassified because of

its potential eventual classification. It should not be

15



overclassified because of the difficulty of downgrading in a
computer system (requires trusting).

Aggregation: The aggregation problem concerns the protection
of a collection of classified components. The association of
the components may be classified at a higher level than the
highest classified component. This higher classification can-
not be derived under any known model, yet provision must be
made for inputting and enforcing it.

Excerption: The excerption problem concerns the ease of remov-
ing components of low classification from a highly classified
aggregation. This problem is essentlally the converse of the
aggregation problem. Although the aggregate cannot be viewed,
individual parts should be (discretionarily) accessible.

Selection: The selection problem concerns the examination of
the elements of an aggregation whose components are variously
classified, to determine the components of interest. Selecting
components individually is expensive (would use excerption).
'electing at the level of the aggregation, however, leads to

overclassification and the coincident downgrading problem.

The trusted terminal manager will have to be able to deal with
multi-level objects in the form of messages. The problem of dealing
with multi-level objects requires a new approach to the protection
of oblects and their attributes in a secure computer system. The
,oncept of "protected riaminig" may be an aid.

PROTECTED NAMING

Research has previously shown that it may be incorrect to
assume that all attributes of an item of information - at the same
classification. r10 Some unpublished research has been done to
investigate, in particular, the proper classification of the name of
an information object. This research is referred to as "Protected
Naming".

Protected naming is an alternative interpretation of objectt
under access control. Protected names treat the existence of an
object as a separately protectable item of information from its con-
tent information. The motivation for this interpretation comes from
the observation that the creation (or deletion) of an object is
independert of the content of that object.

Creation and deletlon "modify" the existence of an object. 7f

Pccpssing an object is split into two compnpnts, first chservjtr

16



its existence and second gaining access to its content, we see two
distinct information channels: a "content" channel and an
"existence" channel. Under conventional interpretations, the
existence channel is a covert information channel; protected names

legitimize the channel by making it separate and visible (in the
form of a name) and by controlling the information it carries (by
protecting the name at a particular level).

Isolating the channels from each other is a key to one issue of
multiply-classified processing: supporting an object whose visibil-
ity is at a different classification than that of its content. The
implications on a conventional kernel design are a liberalizing of
certain access checks and a requirement for "memoryless" processes
to ac(cess the new objects.

MEMORYLESS PROCESSES

Memoryless processes attempt to address the paper-domain prob-
lem of privacy - doing a computation on a set of data and giving a
result based on that data without releasing the actual data. At
least two proposals exist for implementing memoryless processing,
both with some aid from hardware [11,12).

The design of a security kernel provides almost exactly the
required confinement of processes to make them memoryless. We
intend to investigate the support of memoryless p-ocesses in KSOS as
a potential solution to some of the problems of manipulating multi-
level objects. The memoryless process could be used to manipulate
an object whose content is at a different level than its existence,
without revealing the content.

TRUSTED FUNCTIONS

Even with the use of memoryless processes, there remain several
tasks in manipulating multi-level objects that technically violate
the computer security model, or affect classification information in

a way that is not covered by the model but can invalidate security.

These tasks are usually involved with communicating securitv

information from one security domain to another, such as between the
user and the application. Research on interfacing security domains
has been done in a related project and a model has been proposed for
thes- functions [71.

17



We intend to develop the software required (and in particular
the trusted terminal manager) using this model as a guide, with the
implication that the processes could be verified in the future.

Message
Processes

Tor)
SecretI<

Terminal Color
Manager Terminal

Secret - Image Color, Data, Cursor

FCorii
enti al

-tKeyboard -. iII1 1 1I
finca 9Multiplexor Level Select, Data
sified

Un cl1as

Cont rol

Figure 6. Trusted Terminal Manager

DES TGN

An abstract design of the termirl managcr is given in figure
F. The terminal manager will virtuaiize the ,ir terminal as four
terminals, one for each classification. The terminal manager is
trusted to mark each input wit, the appropriate color, and untrusted
processes are prevented from writing any color information.

rIn input from the .: .'r, the terrnina) ,,naiger will take nnt.e ,-f
level changes by the u;ier and direct keyboard data to the correct



classified process. The terminal manager is also responsible for
sanitizing screen data that is selected for use in building new mes-
sages. It can perform this task because it maintains a complete
description of the screen image and classification.

PROGNOSIS

The trusted terminal manager will of necessity be a trusted
function, because of the nature of its work - manipulating the
multi-level messages. To maintain a reasonable level of simplicity,
it will rely on memoryless processes to do much of the sophisticated
processing on the individual elements of each multi-level object.
These memoryless processes and the elements of the multi-level
object can be found and controlled for the most part by an untrusted
(and unclassified) controlling process through the use of protected
names, thus further reducing the size of the trusted portion of the
terminal manager.

The major problem to be overcome is that all of these concepts
are new, and only some of them have been demonstrated. It should be
easy to accept, however, that the major technological investigation
of a project should also be its primary area of risk.

The four concepts, outlined above, will be investigated in
depth as potential solutions to the user/application security inter-
face.
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SECTION 5

ISSUES

There are conflicting considerations in any design, and this
design is no exception. Security as defined by KSOS. minimal
requirements of a message system, and implementation practicality
have several mutually exclusive criteria that can only be resolved
by compromise.

COMMAND ISSUES

Compose

Implementing the extraction feature of COMPOSE presents prob-
lems that greatly affect the user interface. If the 'n-e' wants to
include multilevel information as part of the body of a message, the
information must be modified, since we have chosen to limit a mes-
sage body to a single classification level.

To conform to this restriction the previously mentioned "mono-
chromatic filter" is applied to the possibly multilevel data to be
extracted. The information at a classification lower than the mes-
sage bodO would be upgraded before it could be used in the message,
and data classified higher than the message body would be masked
from the user. This is certainly inconvenient to the user, since
all security relevant distinctions are lost from the information
being copied.

In the case of extracting data at a single prote -tron level
(e.g., part of another message body) the filtering i- - lerable
since the user can textually mark the data with the original secu-
rity information, but the result of this mono-chromatic filtering or!
multilevel data, such as the output of a scan, could destroy much of
the data's significance. This problem of copying multilevel infor-
mation seems unsuitable to address with the current model used as
the basis for KSOS.

Select

The SELECT command introduces another security related issue we
are investigatinp in this design. The problem is determining the
classification of a folder created by SELECT. In order to search
all messages at once, the process that is searching folders for mes-
sages containing the selection criteria must run at the highest
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level of any of the messages to be searched. If this process
creates the resulting folder, the folder must be classified at the
level of the process that created it.

This classification, although required by the security model,

is inconvenient to the user, since the ability to read the original
protection levels of the selected messages is forfeited if the

folder is at the level of the highest message. This is a manifesta-
tion of the "selection" problem discussed in the previous section.
Once a folder is overclassified, it can only be made useable again
by declassification, which is hardly an elegant interface to the
user.

From the designer's point of view the problem is a common one.

Is it preferable to have the user do extra work (actively declassify
information) and have the system remain mathematically secure, or to
allow the computer to provide services that are potential compromise
channels?

GRANULARITY MISMATCH

It might seem inappropriate that this design has situations
where the user is allowed to view information at multiple protection
levels, but not allowed to use the information elsewhere. The
source of this discrepancy is a difference in the granularity of
protection information between the display ard KSOS.

The display is to be driven by the trusted terminal manager,

which can display security information with a granularity as fine as
a single character. Any attempt to use the multilevel information
on t~e screen, however, requires transferring the information to a
Unix file, which KSOS restricts to a single level.

This design must therefore be limited to addressing the issues
surrounding the display of multiply-classified data, but cannot
under present assumptions investigate the problems of creating and
copying multilevel objects.

UNFORESEEN ISSUES

There are bound to be unforeseen problems surrounding the

implementation of the trusted terminal manager. It is a focal point

for several reasons. It is the only part of the proposed design
that violates the existing security model. This in itself implies
(correctly) that we are not basing our ideas on a formal model, but
on intuitive concepts about (hopefully) legitimate tradeoffs between
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security and utility. The terminal manager is also a focus for tb
message system routines, since it functions as the interface betwp- r
the user and the rest of the system.

It is our hope that these issues will highlight a 7n-Q cla-s
of problems in the current security model, and point c soine p(ssi-
ble solutions.

P2



SECTION 6

CONCLUSION

We have described a proposed application for a secure distri-
buted processing system - a secure message handler; and we have
discussed some of the issues that arise when interfacing distinct

security domains - in this case, the user and the application.

Two important ideas have been proposed. The first is th- use
of color as a medium for communicating security information to the
user. Previous attempts at marking security information have
encountered problems with believability (if the security information
is simply additional text on the screen), and with observability
(either remote lights or text). Color seems to be a workable solu-
tion to both of these problems, and is economical. In addition,
color gives us the freedom to mark unrestricted areas of text and
experiment with use- acceptance.

The second idea is the use of a trusted process, the trusted
terminal manager, to present to the user an interface that supports
multilevel operations on a conventional kernel. This idea is the
most risky, as it involves several new concepts, and the overall
viability has yet to be demonstrated. It may be that the only
result is that the secure terminal manager approach is inappropri-
ate.

Finally, the project is presently at an interim stage with much

work and many results remaining to be achieved. Nevertheless, the
project is progressing well and the results to date have been
promising.

iI
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